An experimental study of primary breakup of turbulent liquids is described, emphasizing liquid/gas density ratios less than 500 where aerodynamics effects are import;tnt. The experiments involved multiphase mixing layers ;dong round water jets (3.6 and 6.2 mm dia.) injected at viirious velocities into still helium, air and Freon 12 at pressures of I iind 2 aim. with fully-developed turbulent pipe flow zit the jet exit. Pulsed shadowgraph photography and holography were uscd io find conditions at the onset of breakup as well as drop properties as a function of dismce from the jet exit. Two main aerc*lyn:miic effects were observed, as follows: ( 1 ) enhanced primary breakup near the onset of breakup, and (2) merged primary and secondary breakup when the Rayleigh breakup times of ligaments formed by turbulent fluctuations were longer t l i m the secondary breakup times of similar sized driips. The predictions of phenomenological theories based on these ideas were in good agreemcm with the me;tsurcmenis. 
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INTRODUCTION
An experimental study of aerodynamic effects on the primary breakup of tur-bulcnt liquids is described, extending earlier work on the primary breakup of nonturbulent liquids,l :ind on the primary breakup of ttrbulent liquids at conditions where aerodynamic effects were small.2 The research is motivated bv the imoortance of orimarv breakuo to the L aerodynamic effects on primary breakup at the high pressures of many practical applications.3 Similar to Ref. 2, the experiments involved conditions near the surface of round liquid jets in still gases, with fully-developed turbulent pipe flow at the jet exit. The measurements included properties at the location of the onset of turbulent primary breakup as well a s drop sizes and velocities resulting from primary breakup as a function of distance from the jet exit. Additionally, phenomenological theories were developed to help interpret and correlate the measurements, extending the methods of Ref.
2 to include aerodynamic phenomena.
Many investigators have observed significant effects of liquid turbulence on the structure and mixing properties of pressure atomized sprays in still g a~e s .~-'~ In general, liquid turbulence enhances mixing rates and yields larger drops after primary breakup at the liquid surface than nonturbulent liquid jets at comparable conditions. Wu et al.' studied the primary breakup of turbulent liquids at liquidigas density ratios greater t h m 500, finding that turbulent primary breakup largely was controlled by liquid turbulence properties with negligible aerodynamic effects at these conditions. Thus, successful phenomenological theories (non-aerodynamic turbulent primary breakup theories) for both the onset and for drop properties after turbulent primary breakup were developed by treating interactions between surface tension and liquid turbulence properties alone.2 Subsequent measurements at liquidlgas density ratios less than 500, however, yielded drop sizes that were significantly smaller than the non-aerodynamic turbulent primary breakup predictions and evidence that the appearance of aerodynamic effects was governed by the liquidigas density ratio alone.4 Nevertheless, only limited information about aerodynamic turbulent p r i m q breakup was reported in Ref. 4 , prompting the present more detailed study of the phcnomenon -The paper begins with a description of experimental methods. Results are then considered treating flow visualization, drop size distributions and velocities after primary breakup, the onset of primary breakup and the variation of drop sizes after primary breakup with distance from the jet exit, in turn. The paper concludes with a discussion of the regimes of non-aerodynamic and aerodynamic turbulent primary breakup. Present considerations were limited to injection of watcr into various gases to obtain p& in the range 104-6230, because effects of liquid type had bcen examined earlier.'
EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
ADoaratus
The apparatus involved liquid injection into still gases within a windowed chamber. A sketch of the test arrangement appears in Fig. I . The injector was modified somewhat from earlier work,l>2 to accommodate operation in the windowed test chamber. It consisted of a pneumatically driven pistonicylinder arrangement containing a roughly 600 ml water sample. The outlet of the cylinder was rounded to prevent cavitation and was followed by constant diameter passages having length-to-diameter ratios greater than 41, to yield nearly fully-developed turbulent pipe flow at the jet exit.* let passage diameters of 3.6 and 6.2 mm were considered during the tests. Injection was vertically downward with the liquid collected in the bottom of the chamber and then discarded.
The windowed test chamber was cylindrical with a diameter of 300 mm and a length of 1370 mm. The chamber could be evacuated and refilled with various gases at pressures of 1 and 2 atm. to provide variations of the liquidigas density ratio while avoiding problems of injector cavitation at low pressures. The instrumentation was mounted rigidly; therefore, various distances from the jet exit were considered by traversing the injector with respect to the chamber in the vertical direction while horizontal positions were varied by traversing the entire injector and chamber assembly.
The pistonicylinder arrangement was filled with water by venting the upper side of the cylinder and temporarily plugging the exit of the jet passage. Water was then admitted to the portion of the accumulator below the piston, forcing the piston upward and filling the sample volume. Once the chamber was full, the water flow was ended and the plug at the passaEe exit removed. Test operation was then initiated by m. Pulsed shadowgraph photography was used to measure flow properties near the onset of breakup where dispersed-phase concentrations were relatively low so that this approach is feasible. This provided better resolution than pulsed holography to improve observations in the region where the smallest drops were observed. The holocamera was used for these photographs, operating in the single-pulse mode with the reference beam blocked to yield a shadowgraph rather than a hologram. Image analysis to find drop sizes was the same as the holography measurements to be discussed next Pulsed shadowgraph photography also was used to find the streamwise location of the onset of turbulent primary breakup. The experimental uncertainties (95% confidence) of breakup locations were less than 40%, which is relatively large due to the angular variation of the direction of ligaments protruding from the surface and the randomness of drops separating from the tips of ligaments.
Holoeraphr. The double-pulse holocamera and reconstruction systems were similar to past work.', 2-42 6 7 The hologram image itself had a 5 -6 1 primary magnification so that thc reconstruction optics allowed drop diameters as small as 5 p n to be observed. The holocamera could be double pulsed with pulse separation times as small as 1 ps to allow drop velocities to be measured. The reconstructed images were analyzed with a Gould FD 5000 image display system having a field of view of 1.4 x 1.6 mm. Various locations in the reconstructed image could be observed by traversing the hologram to change the streamwise and radial position, and the video camera of the display system to change the tangential position.
For consistency, drop sizes and velocities were found in the same manner as past work.', 2, 4, Small drops were sized by measuring their maximum and minimum diameters through the centroid of their image. Then, assuming an ellipsoiddl shape, the drop diameter was defined as the diameter of a sphere having the same volume, i t . , dp3 = dmin2 dmax. The shape of the drop was characterized by its ellipticity, i.e., ep = d,,,/dmin, More irregular objects, where the centroid was outside the projected image of the object, were sized by finding the area and perimeter of the image and proceeding as before for an ellipsoidal having the same area and perimeter. Measurements at each condition were summed over 40-200 objects to provide drop size distributions, the mass median diameter (MMD), the Sauter mean diameter (SMD) and the volume averaged ellipticity, ep. Experimental uncertainties of these properties were dominated by finite sampling limitations because primary breakup, particularly near the ciisct ?f breakup, yields relatively few drops. Within the limitations of the definitions of object sizes and ellipticities, experimental uncertainties (95% confidence) are estimated to be less than 40% for MMD, SMD and %. jet passage. Similar to earlier work,'a2 total times of injection were short, 270-4000 ms, however, these limes were sufficient due to short flow development and data acquisition times. let exit vclccities at the time of the measurements were calibrated with an impact plate as described in Ref. 2.
Instrumentation
The instrumentation consisted of pulsed shadowgraph photography and pulsed holography. The following descriptions of these systems will be brief, see Refs. 1 and 2 intensity to resolve directional ambiguity. similar to object sizes, 40-200 objects were measured to find mass-weighted (Favre) averaged drop velocities, uncertainties (95% confidence) were dominated by finite limitations, and are estimated to be less than 20% for E, , and less than 60% for the much smaller values of YIP
Test Conditions
The overall data base included present measurements as well as those from Refs. 2, 4 and 7 for turbulent primary breakup. The operating conditions for these tests are
for more details. summarized in Table 1 . Using water as the injected liquid, with gas environments of helium, air and Freon 12 at pressures of 1 and 2 atm., liquidigas density ratios in the range 104-6230 were obtained. Injector diameters of 3.6, 6.2 and 9.5 mm were studied in order to vary the integral scales of the turbulence; these arrangements had injector passage length-todiameter ratios of 210, 121 and 41, respectively, all of which are sufficient to provide nearly fully-developed turbulent pipe flow at the jet exit.8~1s The streamwise and radial integral scales of the turbulence at the jet exit were taken to be 0. 4 Miesse" and Ram,'* where primary breakup should begin right at the jet exit. Actually, the onset of primary breakup always occurred at some distance from the jet exit as will be discussed later in more detail. The present low values of Ohd imply that viscosity should not play a major role in the breakup of the flow as a whole: although it does affect the smallest scales of the turhulence,'s.16 and the properties of secondary breakup'g that interact with primary breakup,lS as discussed later. Additionally, the sizes of surface protrusions, and corresponding drops, progressively increase with increasing distance from the jet exit for a given injection condition. This behavior was attributed to two effects.2 First of all, small disturbances complete their growth faster than large disturbances and should be observed sooner. Secondly, reduced levels of turbulence production as liquid velocities become uniform, once the retarding effect of the injector passage walls is removed, cause the liquid turbulence to decay with the small-scale high wave number range of the turbulence, and the corresponding distortion of the liquid surface, disappearing first. An observation supporting small aerodynamic effects for the conditions of Ref. 2 was that liquid protuberances were more-or-less randomly oricnted with respect to the liquid surface, thus exhibiting little effect of drag forces from the gas. The main effect of velocity increases for these conditions was to reduce the size of the smallcst scale disturbances while leaving the large scale disturbances relatively unchanged at a particular xld. This behavior was attributed to the properties of the power spectrum of the turbulence, where for a particular flow configuration, increasing velocities (Reynolds numbers) do not modify integral scales appreciably but do increase the kinetic energy available to distort the liquid surface at high wave numbers.2,8,2t These qualitative observations were supported by phenomenological theories based on these ideas that yielded reasonable agreement with measurements.2
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
L.4
Some typical pulsed shadowgraph photographs for the present test conditions are illustrated in Fig. 2 . These results all are for water injection with d = 3.6 mm, iio = 38 m/s and x/d = 10. The gas environments for these observations, however, were changed to highlight aerodynamic effects and consisted of still helium, air and Freon 12 at atmospheric pressure (from left to right), to provide pf/pg = 6230, 867 and 213, respectively. The direction of liquid motion in the photographs is verlically downward, which corresponds to the orientation of the experiment although effects of gravitational forces were negligible due to the high liquid velocity. The liquid core of the jet is toward the left of each photograph. Finally, a 900 p m diameter pin is visible in all three photographs in order to provide a size reference.
The photographs of Fig. 2 illustrate some of the main features of aerodynamic phenomena on turbulent primary breakup. First of all, it is evident from the left and center photographs that varying pf/pg from 6230 to 867 has virtually no effect on properties near the liquid surface, even though a density ratio change of this magnitude might be expected to influence aerodynamic forces on protmsions from the surface and drops near the surface. In particular, ligament properties and drop sizes and concentrations are essentially the same for these two conditions, while the orientation of ligaments protruding from the surface is random. This behavior is reasonable, however, because estimated velocity variations of ligament sized objects over the residence time of the ligaments is small at these density ratios.2 Thus, primary breakup properties and the mass fluxes of liquid entering the dispersed phase depend on liquid turbulence properties rather than aerodynamic breakup and stripping at these conditions.2 L The lowest density ratio condition shown in Fig. 2 , however, exhibits rather different behavior from the other two conditions. First of all, drop sizes are smaller and drop number densities are higher near the liquid surface for the low density ratio condition. This is a clear indication of the aerodynamic effects anticipated as pf/pg decreases, because all other properties of the flows are the same. The smaller drop sizes provide evidence of aerodynamic stripping of drops from ligaments which has been called merged primary and secondary breakup in Refs. 2 and 4. The larger number densities of drops are then reasonable due to the breakup of larger liquid elements. Rates of aerodynamic strip ing of liquid from the surface are proportional to (pf/pg)-liJ which also should contribute to larger liquid volume fractions and thus more drops near the liquid surface.22-24 In particular, decreasing liquidigas density ratios below 500 has been observed to enhance the mixing rates of turbulent liquid jets in gases.5
Othcr features of the phutogrdph In Fis 2 :it the lowest li.luitl &.IS dcnsity rdio support the presence of \ i # n f i c m aerodynamic effects at this condition & well. For example, the ligaments generally are deflected toward the jet exit, as anticipated when drag forces are more significant, rather than the random orientations seen at the two higher density ratios. Furthermore, there is a tendency for the ligaments to be shorter L at the lowest liquidlgas density ratio, which is consistent with effects of aerodynamic stripping of drops from their tips, i.e., merged primary and secondary breakup.
I e
Another factor that suggested the appearance of aerodynamic effects for liquid/gas density ratios less than roughly 500, was the tendency for the onset of turbulent primary breakup to progressively move toward the jet exit as pflp, was decreased in this regime. In contrast, the position of the onset of turbulent primary breakup was essentially independent of pf/ps when this ratio was greater than 500.2 This behavior of the onset of turbulent primary breakup will be taken up quantitatively, after the properties of drop size distributions and drop velocities after primary breakup have been considered.
Drop size distributions after turbulent primary breakup were measured for all the test conditions. It was found that the size distribution functions agreed with Simmons'2s universal root normal distribution with the ratio MMD/SMD = 1.2 within experimental uncertainties. This behavior agrees with earlier measurements of drop size distributions after nonturbulent and turbulent primary breakupI.2as well as with drop size distributions near the surface and across the mixing layer in regions of dense sprays where the liquid core still is present,"s6~7 all of which yield MMD/SMD = 1.2 within similar experimental uncertainties. The root normal distribution only has two moments; therefore, taking the best estimate of MMD/SMD = 1.2 imolies that the entire droo size distribution ~~~~~ ~ is known if the SM'D is known. Thus, d;op sizes will be described in terms of the SMD alone in the following, similar
../ . .
Droo Velocities
In order to help contrast the properties of nonaerodynamic and aerodynamic turbulent primary breakup, drop velocities after primary breakup will be considered next. Available measurements of volume (mass) averaged streamwise and crosstream drop velocities, both normalized by no, are plotted as a function of xld in Fig. 3 . The measurements include all the test conditions summarized in Table 1 . Results for pf/p8 < 500 are shown as darkened and half darkened symbols, while results for pfip, > 500 are shown as open symbols, in order to highlight the properties of the low liquidlgas density ratio regime where aerodynamic effects are thought to be important.
The normalized drop velocities illustrated in Fig. 3 provide crude correlations in terms of x/d but other factors probably are involved, as well. Near the jet exit, G$o has a value of near 0.6 which increases to roughly 0.9 for xld > 20.
This behavior is consistent with drop velocities after turbulent primary breakup being roughly the same as streamwise liquid velocities near the liquid surface. The lower streamwise velocities are expected near the jet exit due to the retarding effect of the passage wall, evolving to higher values farther downstream where liquid velocities become more uniform.2 Superimposed on this behavior, however, is a clear trend that measurements for pf/ps < 500 have significantly lower mean streamwise velocities than the higher density ratio conditions -on the average roughly 20.40% lower. This can be attributed to aerodynamic drag if it is recalled that gas velocities near the liquid surface tend to be relatively low because the dispersed-phase region is very dilute (liquid .J' volume fractions are less than 0.1%) so that momentum transfer to the gas phase is not very effective and separatedflow effects are 1arge.4.6.7 Then, recent measurements of mass averaged drop velocity changes during secondary breakup of 20-40%,20 are consistent with similar reductions of streamwise drop velocities during present observations for conditions where aerodynamic effects are significant. Similar trends with respect to density variations are much less clear for the crosstream velocity component, in Fig. 3 . In general, crosstream drop velocities are comparable to crosstream velocity fluctuations in the liquid similar to past observations.2 In particular maximum values of vo'/r0 = 0.058 for fully-developed turbulent pipe f l o~, '~~'~ even in the region near the wall, which is comparable to the results seen in Fig. 3 in view of the large experimental uncertainties and scatter of this velocity component. An explanation of why the crosstream velocity component does not exhibit a reduction due to drag at low values of pflpg, similar to the streamwise velocity component, is provided by an aerodynamic effect other than drag. In particular, the classical aerodynamic theories of primary drop breakup are based on the idea that flow velocities in the radial direction are increased for protuberances from the liquid surface due to acceleration of the gas over the tip of the protuberance,2%24 see the sketch appearing in Fig. 4 . This yields a radial pressure drop across the protuberance which should increase the radial velocities of drops near the surface when aerodynamic effects are significant. This mechanism would tend to compensate for drag effects in the radial direction during merged primary and secondary breakup. Thus, it is plausible that radial drop velocities are not significantly changed in the presence of aerodynamic effects within the rather large scatter of the measurements. Thus, the observations of Figs. 2 and 3 appear to be consistent with estimates of observable variations of the velocities of ligaments and large drops due to aerodynamic effects over the time period of primary breakup for pf/ps less than 500.4
Onset of Brea k u
The properties of the onset of turbulent primary breakup will be considered next. The properties of interest include drop sires formed at the onset of breakup and the distance from the jet exit where breakup begins. Conditions for turbulent primary breakup to occur at all can be inferred from these results, based on distances from the jet exit required for the onset of turbulent primary breakup that exceed estimates of the length of the liquid core itself. Estimates of liquid core lengths needed for this purpose can be found from past work in the literature,3.lt-14 and will not be considered here. The onset problem will be addressed by extending the approach of Ref. 2, where the onset of breakup was associated with conditions where the momentum of turbulent fluctuations in the liquid was sufficient to overcome sulface tension forces so that drops could form, to include aerodynamic contributions. Both the drop sizes at the onset of breakup, and the location where breakup begins, will be considered in the following DTOD Sizes at 0 n a . Phenomenological analysis to find drop properties at the onset of breakup will be based on the configuration illustrated in Fig. 4 . This implies that the onset of breakup for present test conditions did not involve merged primary and secondary breakup, which is plausible due to relatively long secondary breakup times at onset conditions,'9 as discussed later. Thus, the onset mechanism is assumed to involve the formation of a drop from a turbulent eddy having a characteristic size, I?, and a characteristic crosstream velocity relative to the surrobnding liquid, YO. The eddy is shown with an elongated shape because length scales in the streamwise direction are larger than in the crosstream direction for turbulent pipe flow.lS,16 The eddy is assumed to be convected in the streamwise direction at the local mean velocity, which is taken to be &, based on the results discussed in connection with Fig. 3 . The drop formed by the eddy also is assumed to have a diameter comparable to 0. ! Drops formed at the onset of turbulent primary breaku are the smallest drops that can be formed by this mechanism. The smallest drops that can be formed are either comparable to the smallest or Kolmogorov scales of turbulence, QK, or the smallest eddy that has sufficient mechanical energy to provide the surface energy needed to form a drop -whichever is larger. For present test conditions, Q K was in tbe range [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] Lm, which is much smaller than the smallest observed drop sizes; therefore, only the second criterion will be considered here, even though the first criterion may be relevant for some applications.
The second criterion for the smallest drop that can be formed can be found from energy considerations. The mechanical energy available to form a drop includes the kinetic energy of an eddy of characteristic size, ai, relative to its surroundings, plus the added mechanical energy duc to the pressure drop caused by acceleration of the surrounding gas over the tip of the protuberance, as illustrated in Fig. 4 . Equating these sources of mechanical energy to the surface energy required to form a drop then yields:
where various factors associated with surfaces, volumes, etc., have been absorbed in the empirical coefficients Csa and Csi. These coefficients also include effects of ellipticity, nonuniform velocities within the eddy, nonuniform pressure variations over surfaces of the protuberance, and the efficiency of conversion of mechanical energy into surface energy. Equation (I) is similar to the expression used in Ref. 2, except for the addition of the second term on the left hand side of the equation which represents the aerodynamic enhancemcnt of the mechanical energy available for the primary breakup process. In order for drops to be formed at all, Pi must be less than the largest eddies present, which are comparable to A [16], while QK < Pi by definition for this primary breakup mechanism. Then it is reasonable to assume that Qi is in the inertial range of the turbulence spectrum, which implies:21 where variations of turbulence properties in the liquid have been ignored, similar to Ref. 2. Combining Eqs. (1) and (2), setting SMDi -Qi, and assuming that turbulence properties in the liquid can be approximated by jet exit turbulence properties, yields the following implicit equation for SMD;:
where the new proportionality constants have been absorbed into Csa and Csi as before. With fully-developed turbulent pipe flow at the jet exit, Vo'/ io is essentially a constant.ls.16
Thus, the effect of the aerodynamic enhancement term in Eq. (3) is largely controlled by the liquidlgas density ratio, yielding a non-aerodynamic regime at large pf/ps that was explored in Ref. 2, and an aerodynamic regime at small pf/pg where SMDi depends on the liquid/gas density ratio. This helps support past observations that the onset of aerodynamic effects depend on the liquid/gas density ratio rather than dynamic properties related to the liquid ~e l o c i t y .~.~ 
where ~i is the time required for an eddy of characteristic size, Qi, to form a drop. The aerodynamic enhancement effect will be ignored when finding ~i , assuming that the aerodynamic pressure drop mainly allows primary breakup to occur for smaller characteristic eddy sizes, rather than modifying the breakup mechanism of protrusions or ligaments. In addition, it is assumed that the onset of breakup is not due to merged primary and secondary breakup for present conditions, similar to considerations used to find SMDi. Then, the time for growth of ligaments until their breakup into drops is taken to be the Rayleigh breakup time, which is the shortest characteristic breakup time for onset of primary breakup conditions, following Ref. (6) is small and will be ignored, although it could be a factor for very viscous liquids, i.e., for conditions where the Ohnesorge number based on Pi is not small. Then assuming that '~i is proportional to the time required for a ligament to grow to its breakup length, LilvQi, zi becomes:
Ti -(PfPiS /cs)1/2
(7)
Substituting Eq. (7) into Eq. (6), and letting SMDi -Pi as before, then yields:
The results of Eq. (8) show that drop sizes increase with increasing distance from the jet exit for onset conditions, supporting the idea that onset involves the smallest drops that can be formed. Finally, substituting Eq. (3) for SMDi into Eq. (8) and rearranging yields the following expression for xi:
where Cxi is a constant of proportionality. Similar to Eq. (3), aerodynamic effects on xi from Eq. (9) are controlled by the liquidigas density ratio alone, in agreement with present and earlier??' observations.
before, yields C,, = 12
A useful expression relating xi and SMDi can be obtained by combining the phenomenological results of Eqs.
(3) and (9) to yield xi/A = (Cxi/Csi3/2) (SMDi/A)3/2 We; ; '
Equation (1 1) is the same as the analogous result when aerodynamic effects are not important? because breakup times and distances were assumed to be uninfluenced by aerodynamic phenomena through Eqs. ( 5 ) and (7), i.e., aerodynamic effects only were assumed to allow smaller drops to form at the onset of turbulent primary breakup. Carrying out the same exercise for the best fit correlations of Eqs. (4) and ( Equation (12) is seen to be consistent with Eq. (11); namely, the coefficient is of order unity while the power of WefA is not statistically different than 1/2 based on the standard deviations of the powers of the empirical fits D~O D Sizes.
Aerodynamic secondary breakup times scale as zi -Qi (pf/ps)'"/So for an object of size Pi, if the velocity of the gas near the liquid surface is assumed to be sma11.'9.27 Thus, for conditions where aerodynamic effects are important, Rayleigh breakup times from Eq. (7) increase more rapidly than secondary breakup times as Pi increases. This implies a tendency for secondary and primary breakup to merge as distance from the jet exit increases -a mechanism that dominated drop sizes near the liquid surface for present test conditions, except near the onset of turbulent primary breakup. The configuration considered during the present analysis is illustrated in Fig. 7 ; namely, that a drop of characteristic size P forms by the turbulent primary breakup mechanism and immediately undergoes secondary breakup to yield a number of smaller drops. Both the present measurements of xi, and those of Ref.
2, are plotted &terms of the variables ofEq. (9) in Fig. 6 , adopting CSa = 0.04 as before. Conditions where aerodynamic effects are significant are denoted by darkened and half-darkened symbols, similar to Figs. 3 and 5. The correlation of the data over the full range of aerodynamic effects is reasonably good in view of the relatively large exnerimental uncertainties of xi. As before. however. the Within the merged primary and secondary breakup regions, turbulent primary breakup properties will be found using the results of Ref. 2 while aerodynamic secondary breakup properties will be found using the results of Ref. 19 . The variation of SMD with distance from the jet exit for turbulent primary breakup was found assuming that the S M D poker of WefA for the correlation of the data is not -0.'4 as suggested by the Eq. (9), but can be represented better by the following empirical expression which is shown on the plot:
Eq. (11): was proportional to the largest drop that couldbe formed at a particular position with the time of breakup determined from the Rayleigh breakup time.2 Thus, this approach was similar to the approach just described in connection with the onset of -breakup. This yields the following expression for the variation of SMD with distance from the jet exit? analogous to The standard deviation of the coefficient and power on the right hand side of Eq. (IO) are 8 and IO%, respectively, while the correlation coefficient of the fit is 0.89, Thus, the difference between the powers of WefA in Eqs. (9) and (10) is statistically significant but is not large in view of the approximations used to develop the correlating expression.
The large value of the coefficient of Eq. (IO) can be anticipated from Eq. (9) because (ii&;)9/5 is a large number for fullydeveloped turbulent pipe flow, e.g., taking V,' /Uo = 0.058 as
The secondary breakup correlation of Ref.
19 was developed assuming that relative velocities at the time of breakup can be represented by the initial relative velocity and that drop sizes after breakup are proportional to the thickness of liquid boundary layers that form within the drop due to gas motion over its secondary surface. This yields the following expression for the SMD after aerodynamic secondary breaku of a drop of diameter dp having a relative velocity iio,lg assuming that the jet exit velocity is the appropriate relative velocity for merged primary and secondiuy breakup: SMD/dp = C,( pdpp )le2(~f/( P~P G ))lj2 (14) Then assuming that d -SMDp, Eqs. (13) and (14) (16) where the standard deviation of the coefficient and power on the right-hand-side of Eq. (16) (17) with the standard deviation of the constant of 21%. Thus, the differences between Eqs. (16) and (17) are not statistically significant, within experimental uncertainties. Present measurements also are in good agreement with the predictions. However, the measurements of Tseng et aL4 definitely yield smaller drop sizes after merged primary and secondary breakup. An explanation of this behavior is that these flows involved the highest concentrations of drops after turbulent primary breakup of the data base, so that drop properties near the liquid surface could be influenced by small drops migrating from other parts of the multiphase mixing layer by turbulent dispersion
The consistency of the mergedprimary and secondary breakup process also can be examined by inverting the process; namely, by computing the drop sizes that should have been observed after primary breakup in the absence of aerodynamic effects and comparing these results with other measurements at similar conditions. To do this, the nonaerodynamic turbulent primary breakup correlation was rcfitted to find Csx in Eq. The results illustrated in Fig. 8 , where primary and secondary breakup occurred, were inverted to get SMD, using Eq. (19). These results are plotted in Present measurements suggested three regimes of turbulent primary breakup: (1) non-aerodynamic turbulent primary breakup; (2) aerodynamically-enhanced turbulent primary breakup, observed at onset conditions; and (3) aerodynamic turbulent primary breakup, which involves mcrging of turbulent primary and secondary breakup. The results also indicated that the liquid/gas density ratio, and the relative magnitudes of characteristic Rayleigh breakup times of ligaments and secondary breakup times of liquid objects, fixed thc boundaries of these regimes. The breakup times used to define these regimes were based on the SMD after primary breakup, or after the primary breakup stage of merged primary and secondary breakup, for conditions beyond the onset of breakup for present data. Then by analogy to Eq. (7), the characteristic Rayleigh breakup time was taken to be 7R -(pf SMD3/o)112. Similarly, bv analoev to the results of Ref. 19 and 27, the characteris& s&ondarybreakup time was taken to be, 7R -SMD& Then using Eq. (18) to eliminate SMD from the ratio, the characteristic time ratio was taken to be:
The resulting turbulent primary breakup regimes based on present measurements, as well as those from Refs. 2 , 4 and 7, are illustrated in terms of pf /pg and 7R/7b in Fig. IO . The results yield the following criteria for transitions between regimes:
pf /pg = 500, "on-aerodynamiciaerodynamic transition
In the non-aerodynamic breakup regime, the results of Ref. 2 can be used to find properties at the onset of turbulent primary breakup, and the subsequent variation of S M D with distance from the jet exit; or with similar accuracy, within expcrimental uncertainties, Eqs. (4) and (9) can be used to find onset properties and Eq. (18) to find the subsequent variation of SMD with x. Otherwise, onset conditions that fall in the enhanced-aerodynamic breakup regime are provided by Eqs. (4) and (9), while the subsequent variation of SMD with x in the merged aerodynamic breakup regime is given by Eq. (17).
DISCUSSION
The present results suggest that most of the features of turbulent primary breakup -conditions at the onset of breakup and the variation of SMD with distance after breakup begins -can be explained by interactions among liquid turbulence, Rayleigh breakup of ligaments and fast (merged) secondary breakup. Additionally, the classical aerodynamic effect that causes a reduced pressure over protuberances from the s~rface?~,23 appears to play a role in reducing drop sizes near onset conditions of turbulent primary breakup when liquidigas density ratios are less than 500. Furthermore, the rather close correspondence between effects of secondary breakup on the primary breakup process observed here, and secondary breakup of drops exposed to shock wave disturbances observed in Refs. 19 and 20, helps support the relevance of the latter measurements to practical spray processes. However, it still remains to be seen whether slower subsequent variations of drop properties, causing drops to again cross secondary breakup limits within a developing spray flow field, can also be handled successfully in the same manner.
It also should be noted that several features of turbulent primary breakup have not been addressed due to limitations of the available data base. This includes onset in the merged aerodynamic breakup regime, SMD variations with distance in the enhanced aerodynamic breakup regime, turbulent primary breakup limited by the Kolmogorov scales of the turbulence, liquid turbulence properties other than fully-developed turbulent pipe flow, and turbulent primary breakup involving significant effects of liquid viscosity (large Ohnesorge number effects), among others. Additionally, more work is needed to provide better definition of the breakup regime boundaries illustrated in Fig. 10 , aside from potential effects due to the phenomena that just were enumerated. Finally, primary breakup near the tip of the liquid core still must be addressed along with the potential for merged primary and secondary breakup in this region. In view of the importance of primary breakup to the subsequent properties of sprays, these issues clearly merit additional study. The presence of aerodynamic phenomena for turbulent primary breakup largely is controlled by the liquid/gas density ratio, and affect both conditions at the onset of breakup, and drop sizes and velocities (to a lesser extent) after breakup, when this ratio is less than 500. Within this region, regimes of enhanced aerodynamic breakup and merged primary and secondary breakup also were observed (cf. Fig. IO ).
Aerodynamic enhancement of the onset of turbulent primary breakup was due to the aerodynamic pressure reduction over the tips of protruding liquid elements. This effect assists the kinetic energy of a corresponding liquid eddy relative to its surrounding to provide the surface tension energy needed to form a drop, thus allowing smaller drops to form. Phenomenological analysis based on these ideas yielded reasonable correlations of onset properties, Eqs. (4) and (9), for the enhanced aerodynamic breakup regime (cf. Figs. 5 and 6 ) .
For conditions where secondaq breakup times become small in comparison to Rayleigh breakup of turbulence-induced ligaments protruding from the surface, processes of turbulent primary and secondary breakup merge yielding smaller drops than when aerodynamic effects are absent. The reduction of drop sizes at these conditions correlated reasonably well with results for the secondary breakup of drops due to shock disturbances from Ref. 19 , yielding the correlation of Eq. (17) (cf. Fig. 8 ). 3.
layers of pressure-atomized sprays.'-8*'9,20 Additionally, mass-averaged drop velocities after aerodynamic turbulent primary breakup approximate mean and rms velocity fluctuations of the liquid in the streamwise and crosstream directions, respectively, although there was a tendency for streamwise velocities to be somewhat reduced by aerodynamic effects (cf. Fig. 3) .
Present results are limited to liquids having moderate viscosities at conditions where the SMD at the onset of breakup is at least an order of magnitude greater than Kolmogorov length scales with fully-developed turbulent pipe flow at the jet exit. Effects of changes of these conditions, as well as other issues mentioned in the Discussion, merit further study due to the importance of primary breakup to the structure and dynamics of practical sprays. 
